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• Interactive 
• Column math 
• Zoom 
• Filter
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• Programmatic interfaces 
• Javascript 
• Python with Firefly the single-page application 
• Widgets for Jupyter notebook / JupyterLab
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Javascript API falls out naturally
• Dispatch actions to make a change  
var action= firefly.action;
• To change color:  
 action.dispatchColorChange({plotId:’myplot’,  
    cbarId:5});
• Zooming an image:  
action.dispatchZoom({plotId:’myplot’,  
   userZoomType:’UP’ });  
 
action.dispatchZoom({plotId:’myplot’,  
   userZoomType:’LEVEL’,level: zlevel,  
   forceDelay: true });
Documentation for Javascript API
firefly.lsst.io
Python API tracks Javascript closely
• firefly_client is a thin layer over Javascript API 
• Pip-installable 
• Dispatch actions, add listeners (callbacks) 
• Image display for a local Firefly server:  
import firefly_client  
 
fc = firefly_client.FireflyClient(‘localhost:8080’)  
 
fval = fc.upload_file(‘myfile.fits’)  
 
fc.show_fits(fval)
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Setup with Jupyter notebook
Forced photometry with LSST stack
• Define function for 
forced photometry for 
(ra, dec, filter) 
• Callback listens for row 
selection and point 
events 
• Extension added to 
Firefly to enable this 
button in point 
selection mode
Add-on from Python: photometry on click
confluence.lsstcorp.org/display/DM/SUIT+demos
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• Use the cookiecutter template for Jupyter widgets 
• incorporates best practices for packaging 
• makes installation straightforward
• Development is light on Python side,  
heavy on Javascript
• Only some actions are good candidates for widget attributes 
• If action is done on the client — can change quickly 
• If action calls the server — can be slow
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• Instructional videos at IRSA IPAC channel on YouTube
• Source code repositories with example notebooks  
  firefly, firefly_client, firefly_widgets
• Documentation for Javascript and Python APIs
• Demo videos made for the Large Synoptic Survey telescope
• See blog post at astropython.wordpress.com for links
